SACRED HEART CATHOLIC PRIMARY SCHOOL
Creative Curriculum Medium Term Plan

Science


Literacy / Numeracy



Learn about Morse code and make simple circuits to use it

Key Skills



Key Skills

Use recognised symbols when representing a simple circuit in a diagram
Understand how more complex electrical circuits and components can be used
to create functional products (D and T)




Geography / History



The history of the Nazi’s rise to power – a timeline
of key events
Europe then and now – comparing countries on the
map – labelling the countries involved
Use lines of longitude and latitude on maps
Give reasons why some events, people or
developments are seen as more significant than
others

Special Events / Visits
Children perform some of the acting / music
from The Sound of Music

Cooking / baking some popular recipes from the time
Making Anderson shelters

Key Skills




ICT/Music



Sing songs from Sound of Music
Use the internet to research different countries
involvement in World War II



Sing songs in unison and two parts
use search technologies effectively, appreciate
how results are selected and ranked and be
discerning in evaluating digital content

Key Skills

Design and Technology



Selecting appropriate grammar and vocabulary, understanding how such
choices can change and enhance meaning
Solve problems involving the relative sizes of two quantities where missing
values can be found by using integer multiplication and division facts

Year 5
The Sound of Music

Key Skills



WWII poems – reading examples and writing own
Rationed food – quantities of ingredients allowed in different recipes

Measure accurately
Work out ratios in recipes
Select from and use a wider range of tools and equipment to perform practical
tasks [e.g. cutting, shaping, joining and finishing], accurately



Art and Design



Design war posters in the style of the ‘Dig for Victory’ campaign.
A landscape of Austrian countryside - perspective

Key Skills



Introduce perspective, fore/back and middle ground
Develop fine brush strokes

